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Abstract. This report will discuss the preliminary results of
an Army sponsered research study on the applicability of voice
recognition input to the tactical fire direction system, TACFIRE.
The report will briefly review the purpose of TACFIRE and why
the research was conducted. The results and conclusions of the
year long research effort will be presented along with a de-
tailed explanation of the three major phases of the research
program. Although voice data entry to the system proved to be
efficient in the laboratory environment, numerous implementation
problems were encountered. Recommendations for implementation
of a voice system for TACFIRE are summarized along with the
requirements for future research.
INTRODUCTION artillery units.
If there is a major conflict, the Naturally, as with any management
United States Army will face a tough, formation system, the command and co
capable, and numerically superior control support will be only as good
enemy force. This force stresses as the information entered into the
rapid movement of about 50 to 60 kil- TACFIRE system. The speed and accu-
ometers per day protected by a lethal racy of the information entered into
air defense and an extensive elec- TACFIRE is the basis for a useful and
tronic combat capability. The United timely command and control system.
States has applied a large amount of In an effort to increase the capabil-
technological resources to target ac- ity to enter data, the Army funded a
quisition to increase the ability to one year research effort to investi-
detect and locate the profusion of gate the advantages and disadvantages
targets. At the same time technolog- of current voice input technology.
ical resources have also been applied This paper will present the reasons
to the area of weapon effectiveness why the research was undertaken, and
to allow attack of targets at ever the results and conslusions drawn from
increasing ranges. the study.
Since the battlefield of the future
will be characterized by numerous CURRENT STATUS OF
fast moving targets which must be at- INPUT TO TACFIRE
tacked under short time constraints,
the battlefield commander must have There are numerous ways to get infor-
fast and accurate access to a prior- mation in and out of TACFIRE, and the
itized list of possible targets. To majority of them include using one of
assist in this complex job, the Army the following input/output devices.
has developed a computer based man-
agement information system to improve 1. Digital Message Device (DMD) is a
field artillery command and control hand held keyboard with some internal
so a maneuver commander can employ memory and buffer capability. When a
his assets more effectively. This forward observer (FO) detects a target
system, TACFIRE, provides the means and wants to send the target informa-
to receive, store, combine, and sort tion back to the TACFIRE system, a
target information; allocate firepow- formatted message is created with the
er; compute ballistic firing data; necessary information. The message
and send firing orders to field is then burst transmitted back to
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TACFIRE. The DMD can also be used to output system which could be used by
send fire unit update messages back the FO and other Army Tactical Data
to TACFIRE. This information, on the Systems (ARTADS) operators. ARTADS
results of an artillery attack, will eventually evolved into TACFIRE, but
then be used to update the status of the voice recognition capability was
a target. never implemented. Little is known
about the results of that contract,
2. Variable Format Message Device but voice recognition equipment was
(VFMED) is a remote TACFIRE computer never permanently used. It appears
terminal. It allows unit sites sup- as if the applicability of voice data
ported by field artillery to have ac- entry was apparent even in 1974, but
cess to the TACFIRE computer and the the technology was not advanced enough
information it holds. To request and to handle the expectations and re-
receive information from the TACFIRE quirements of the Army for this appli-
computer a request for a message for- cation.
mat template is made and sent to TAC-
FIRE. The TACFIRE computer sends
back the template via the established VOICE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY
communication lines. The VFMED oper-
ator then fills in the necessary en- The accuracy and capability of voice
tries and sends the message back to recognition technology has come a
the TACFIRE computer. If a valid long way in the last ten years. The
message is sent, TACFIRE will return accuracy and capability of the equip-
the requested information or acknow- ment was demonstrated to numerous
ledge the entered data. If the mes- Army officers at the Field Artillery
sage is created improperly, an error System Program Review at Fort Sill,
message is returned to the VFMED. Oklahoma and the Command, Control, and
Communication System Program Review
3. Artillery Control Console is co- at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. As a
located with the TACFIRE computer. result of these demonstrations this
It has two displays and has all of research was started. The demonstra-
the capability of the VFMED. Through tion pointed out that voice recogni-
the console and operator can input tion input had some qualities and
new information to TACFIRE, retrieve characteristics which might help solve
existing information, and monitor some of TACFIRE's input problems.
messages which TACFIRE is receiving Voice input has the following charac-
from other VFMED sites. This console teristics which make it very attrac-
is typically located in a large mo- tive for this specific application.
bile van. This van also includes a
digital plotter map and an electronic 1. It is usually faster and more ac-
tactical plotter. The map and plot- curate than normal keyboard entry. A
ter are used to display the current study by Poock (1980) in which voice
battlefield situation to the battle- data entry was compared to manual
field commander. Informatio from keyboard entry on a distributed com-
these maps are used by commanders to puterized network, showed that voice
update and revise operation concepts entry was 18% faster and had 183%
and orders held by TACFIRE. fewer errors than the manual approach.
This improvement was realized with
All information is passed to and from only 3 hours of training with voice
TACFIRE through the highly formatted input.
and rigid template messages. These
templates have little flexibility in 2. In the same study an individual
where and how information can be was allowed to work on a secondary
placed in the specified fields. Op- task besides entering information and
erators have difficulty in creating operating the computer network. The
and transmitting properly created people who were using voice accom-
messages. In particular, the entry plished 25% more of the secondary
of information through the DMD is task than the people who were using
nearly impossible during night opera- the keyboard. If these results are
tions or in a nuclear, biological and transferable to the TACFIRE applica-
chemical (NBC) warfare environment tion, it would be possible, especially
when protective gear is worn. at the Artillery Control Console, for
operators to accomplish other tasks
For this reason, alternative methods while performing their primary task
of entering data have been investiga- at the console. There are numerous
ted. One of these methods is voice secondary tasks to choose from since
data entry. The Army had investiga- it is a fairly busy command center.
ted this methodology early in 1974
when it let a two year contract to 3. The operator is not tied to the
Scope Electronics. The two year ef- keyboard with voice entry. He has
fort was to produce a voice recogni- the ability to move around, read in-
tion, voice identification, and voice formation off a map, and enter data
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from accross the room. In the case of experimentation. The final phase
the FO, no keyboard would be necessary consisted of laboratory experimenta-
if the equipment worked properly. tion to investigate possible user
problems within an Army battlefield
4. There is no language restriction environment.
with voice entry. This is a very at-
tractive feature because TACFIRE will Phase 1 - Simulation Model
be entering the European theatre
shortly. It would be possilbe for al- A simulation model was created in
lied personnel to input information FORTRAN on an Interstate Electronics
into TACFIRE in their own language and Corporation VRT101 voice recognition
have the output of the recognition terminal. This terminal is a Heath-
system be the English commands re- Zenith Z89 based microcomputer with
quired to run TACFIRE. a voice recognition board. The sim-
ulation was designed to totally sim-
5. The voice equipment can be used ulate the input characteristics of
easily in low light or dark condi- the TACFIRE system. The input system
tions. For TACFIRE operators this is was not exactly duplicated because of
very important especially during night an error discovered in the Microsoft
operations. Inc. version of the FORTRAN compiler
whic was available. The only differ-
6. The voice equipment allows for ence which is observed in the simu-
free use of the hands and eyes. This lated input is the need to refresh
can be of great benefit in numerous the displayed message after an entry
situations encountered in the TACFIRE is made. TACFIRE does not need to
application. The majority of the peo- refresh the screen after each input.
ple available as TACFIRE operators are Other than that small inconvenience
not required to have typing skills; the simulation appears to operate
therefore, they need to usually watch exactly as TACFIRE would in an input
the keyboard as they input informa- mode.
tion. Furthermore, the FO is busy
carrying equipment (gun, binoculars, This phase of the research immediate-
etc.) as well as watching the intended ly indicated some possible problem
target. The FO can not readily use areas with trying to retrofit voice
his hands and eyes to prepare and capability into TACFIRE. Figure 1.
transmit the target data. is a typical TACFIRE message format.
This specific template is used to up-
All of these characteristics of input date a possible fire unit's combat
to a tactical fire direction computer readiness or status. When an opera-
existed 8 years ago. The advantages tor fills in the blank areas he has
of voice entry were realized then as complete freedom to move a cursor
much as they are realized today. The anywhere on the CRT screen. He has
reason it was not effective and could the capability to move the cursor in
not be implemented operationally eight all four directions, and a tab capa-
years ago was because of the extreme bility which will move the cursor to
battlefield conditions under which the the next encountered colon (:). For
equipment would have to be used. The example, if the name of a fire unit
present research effort was undertaken was to be input and the cursor was at
to see if voice input technology had the top left of the message template,
improved enough to be reconsidered for the operator would depress the down
implementation in TACFIRE. cursor key to bring the cursor to the
second line. He would then depress
the tab key twice to move it to the
RESEARCH RESULTS colon just after the abbreviation FU
for Fire Unit. At this point a series
The research study was jointly funded of up to 8 alphanumerics must be in-
through the Army's High Technology put with appropriate spacing for the
Testbed project at Fort Lewis, Wash- name of the Fire Unit.
ington and the Training command at
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. It consist-
ed of three phases. The first phase JPJSJJJJ__: 'SG: JtDT:__J/_jID: _A:J
was to write a simulation program on a 5WiATE;3PL: :FI:JJJiJ.WPfI:?iEL:: MrsN:
microcomputer with a built in voice :PP
recognition board. This program simn- wstA: _TIE:_ffYPE:UREInF::JJ_.JFSP:J-JJ -_.IEIm.J T: R5 :_: E~ADT:~l L:._/_. / tRN:~I, ,ulated the majority of the input cap-
abilities of the TACFIRE system. It
was primarily used for vocabulary de-
velopment, initial capability experi- 1. TACFIRE message template for
mentation, and demonstration purposes. updating a fire unit.
Phase 2 interfaced a voice recognition
system to an actual TACFIRE computer
system for more detailed applicability
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The voice entry system would simply need for continuous digit input espe-
have the operator say "fire unit" cially in the coordinate fields. It
which would then send the ASCII char- is a relatively slow process to input
acter strin necessary to position the a long string of digit with a dis-
cursor at the top of the template, crete word recognizer. Furthermore, it
move it down the one line, and tab is possible to have a misrecognition
the cursor over to the FU position. which could erase a portion of the
Then the operator would say the name template. This problem has already
of the specific unit desired, and the been noted by operators while using
voice recognition unit would send the keyboard entry.
appropriate ASCII string with the
name of the fire unit. Phase 2 - TACFIRE Interface
This system works beautifully and is Phase 2 of the research was to take a
very impressive when demonstrated. A voice recognizer and connect to an
problem does exist and it was high- operational TACFIRE computer. A
lighted immediately when developing Threshold Technology model 600 voice
the simulation. Figure 2. is another recognition unit was taken to Fort
TACFIRE message. It too requires the Sill on three occasions. An inter-
input of a fire unit name, but the face device had to be developed to
ASCII string of reset cursor, move it give the user the capability to oper-
down one line, and tab twice will not ate all of the keus on the TACFIRE
position the cursor at the FU input keyboard by voice. The cursor con-
position. The templates are not uni- trol keys were not ASCII characters;
formly designed. Therefore, if voice therefore, the interface created was
data entry is to be used separate a translator between the Threshold
output character strings must be pro- unit and TACFIRE.
gramed for each message template.
This means software must be built to The Threshold unit would output a
automatically load the recognition special ASCII character when a cur-
unit with the required output strings sor movement was desired and the in-
when a message template is displayed. terface would translate that into the
In other words, each template will appropriate electrical signal expected
bring in its own vocabulary. by TACFIRE. The interface worked
fine and all keys on the keyboard
could be accessed through voice com-
,S: ;SG: , ;T ; A: mands. Unfortunately, some of the
ff;E-ANO -- NAMX:C - ;OTO7 /0FC7r/'7 / -- LETE:0; cursor controls such as cursor reset
FCCO:-' ;CIMIT:O// ///;CIRC:O- /- 7 --;TRPSRFT6' required a 200 millisecond delay be-CCRD:'-' 7 -7 7 ;GZ:O;coRD=/ - --/-/ -- / .. /----/_- S.P.se:O; tween electrical signals. The voice
/ / --hAP:2 - recognition equipment could not be
slowed down this much. While TACFIREFig. 2. TACFIRE message template for was waiting the 200 milliseconds be-
entering a geometry plan. fore looking for another signal, the
voice unit was continuing to send theThe simulation also amplified some next ASCII character. It was not pos-
very real advantages to voice entry sible to devise a method to have the
into TACFIRE. There are numerous recognition unit stop sending char-
fields in TACFIRE messages which can acters during this time period.
be considered as ON/OFF switches. The
normal maunal entry into the system The only operational solution to this
would be to move the cursor to the problem was to place two null ASCII
blank space after the keyword and characters after each of the cursor
place an "X" in it. With the voice commands which required this delay.
equipment by saying the name of the This solution worked fine, but caused
field's keyword, the system will pos- further problems. The output charac-
ition the cursor, place the "X" in ter strings are limited in length.
the empty field and reset the cursor Many of the vocabulary words developed
to the top of the template. in the simulation phase could not be
implemented. It is relatively easy
TACFIRE messages also make use of to have the manufacturers of the voice
numerically coded input fields. The equipment increase the output capa-
codes are generally hard to remember bility. This is viewed as an map-bility. This is viewed as an inap-or look up when needed. The voice propriate way to solve the problem.
equipment allows the operator to say What is needed is a way to eliminate
the unencoded word and then it will the need for an interface.
output the numeric code expected by
TACFIRE. One other interesting phenomena
which became apparent while trying toProblem areas noted with the use of interface the equipment was a built
the voice data entry system during in error correction function. TACFIRE
the simulation phase included the assumes that no one can type faster
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than one character every 100 milli- user dependent system. This means
seconds. If TACFIRE receives two or that a user must train the system to
more characters in a shorter time recognize his voice. This could
period, it will ignore the second or prove to be a problem if someone was
subsequent keystrokes. It was de- killed and there was little time to
signed to eliminate some typing er- load another individuals voice pat-
rors. This meant that the voice e- terns. This experiment was very suc-
quipment could not send characters cessful and showed that a group of up
any faster than 110 baud. Anything to five people could have their pat-
faster was assumed to be an error by terns resident in the voice processor
TACFIRE. Therefore, the voice output at the same time. The increase in
could only "type" as fast as the error rate was very slight. The only
fastest possible person on a key- problem encountered was that this
board. Speed was one of the major method reduced the possible vocabulary
characteristics which made voice a size down to a level of about 50 or
nice alternative to manual keyboard 60 words.
entry.
Two other experiments are presently
Phase 3 - Laboratory Experimentation being conducted. The first is anoth-
er method to investigate group inde-
The final phase of the research ef- pendence but maintain a capability of
fort was to conduct a series of lab- 250 words. The second experiment is
oratory experiments. These experi- designed to determine if there will
ments were designed to determine if be any degrade in recognition perfor-
the voice recognition equipment could mance due to the amount of feedback
maintain its accuracy levels under an individual receives from the rec-
varied operational battlefield condi- ognizer. This experiment is needed
tions. There are complete reports to help determine where a recognition
written on each of these experiments, unit should be placed. It might not
but a quick summary will be discussed be feasible to place the voice recog-
here. nition unit in the field next to the
user. In this manner the user will
The first experiment conducted con- not have certain formas of feedback
cerned the use of the voice equipment available on the status of a recog-
with protective masks. Two types of nized word. It is of interest to de-
masks were tested. The first mask is termine whether this has an effect on
known as a stenographer's mask and is the recognition accuracy.
being tested by the Army for use by
personnel operating close to enemy CONCLUSIONS
positions. It is intended to muffle
the voice while engaged in radio com- The following items can be concluded
munication. The second device was a from the research effort.
standard gas mask.
1. It is not efficient to retrofit
The experiment showed that if a user the current version of TACFIRE.
was experienced in the use of masks
in general it was possible to keep 2. The state of the art of voice rec-
accuracy rates at an acceptably high ognition is still not advanced enough
level. For the steno mask the error to be used by the FO.
rate for experienced users went up
to 2% while unexperienced users had 3. Voice recognition definitely will
an error rate of about 5%. Overall be useful at the Artillery Command
the users had a 1.8% error rate with- Console.
out the steno mask. The gas mask re-
sults were not quite so promising. 4. More research, especially in the
Under the best conditions the error area of stress, is needed before a
rate for the gas mask condition was final decision can be made about the
9%. These experiments did not test use of voice recognition equipment
the equipment under stressful situ- in a battlefield environment.
ations or while the subjects were
participating in strenuous exercise. 5. If the decision to use voice is
It is expected that further experi- made, it should be built in and plan-
ments will show that increased res- ned for as part of the total system
piration due to hard work will cause design. This is to allow for uni-
a poorer accuracy rate in the gas form templating and to make maximum
mask condition. use of the voice recognition char-
acteristics.
The second experiment conducted look-
ed at the present capability of mak- BIBLIOGRAPHY
ing the recognition system group in-
dependent. It was previously men- Poock, G. K. Naval Postgraduate School
tioned that the equipment used was a report NPS55-80-016.
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ACCURATE ACOUSTIC PULSE GENERATION
J. Douglas Birdwell
Department of Electrical Engineering, The University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN 37996-2100
Abstract. Initial results in the application of modern control techniques
to the improvement of the quality of acoustic imaging systems are described.
A feedback control law based on the LQG tracking regulator is implemented
in discrete time to sequentially generate a desired pressure signature from
a high frequency acoustic projector. The specialized hardware, the algori-
thm, and initial tests on an equivalent circuit are described. A discussion
of problems encountered in the implementation is included.
INTRODUCTION the FFT, are open loop and must rely on the
accuracy of the projector model.
A feedback technique for interatively con-
structing a desired response from a linear Most of the calculations necessary for the
system is applied to acoustic imaging to implementation are done offline on a large
increase image resolution. A resolution of time-sharing computer and transferred to the
0.1mm is required in the image of an object local microcomputer over an asynchronous
2-4cm below the surface. This resolution communications line. The local computer im-
requires a pulse width of approximately plements the control loop, which consists of
200ns with no ringing. Delays in the return an optimal filter and the LQ tracker, and
signal can be as large as 81s. controls the specialized hardware using an
IEEE-488 instrument bus.
The *input to the acoustic projector is syn-
thesized digitally. Since the algorithm re- The controlled impulse generator (CIG) is de-
quires measurements of the return signal and signed to meet the extraordinarily high data
corrects the input waveform accordingly, 10 rates required by this application. It pro-
samples are used across the 200ns pulse. duces a waveform programmed by the computer
The data rate requirement is setat 50MHz, or and samples the return signal after a pro-
20ns/sample. From computer simulations of grammed delay.
the algorithm, an 8 bit resolution has been
determined sufficient. This requirement is
necessary for the dynamic range rather than CONCLUSIONS
for absolute accuracy, since the maximum
pulse height is determined by the dynamic The principle difficulties encountered in the
range. closed-loop implementation evolve from the
algorithm's sensitivity to delay in the con-
The algorithm has been applied to audio trol loop, modeling errors in the loop gain,
frequency waveforms (Mazzola, Birdwell and and DC offset in the analog system. A delay
Athans, 1979, 1981); however, the equipment in the loop of a regulator can cause oscilla-
was not interfaced directly to the computer. tions and instability. We have found that
In addition, several problems have been delays of 10ns can cause oscillations, and a
observed which were not significant at the 20ns delay can cause instability. Although
much lower data rates of the previous work. the CIG has a time resolution of 1.25ns on
A complete description of the initial results its programmable delay, there is a constant,
of this research was published by Birdwell unknown delay in the sampler. It has proven
and colleagues (1982). quite difficult to measure this delay to an
accuracy better than ±5ns. Errors in the
loop gain and DC offset result in a linearly
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY increasing offset in the closed loop input
signal. As long as the digital portion of
A feedback control law based on the linear the CIG does not saturate, this offset can be
quadratic Gaussian (LQG) tracking regulator subtracted from the input signal. Since the
is implemented to sequentially generate a projector has two zeros at the origin of the
desired waveform. Since the algorithm is complex plane, it is insensitive to constant
closed-loop, it can correct for some types or ramp inputs, so this procedure has no
of unmodeled errors. Alternatives, such as effect on the output waveform. Most of the
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problems with offset and gain errors have
been eliminated by the implementation of a
computerized calibration procedure on the
microcomputer. This software estimates the
gain, offset, and delay and stores the values
on a disk for reference by the other soft-
ware.
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